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Scattering in the CAR Algebra

David E. Evans

School of Theoretical Physics, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Dublin 4, Ireland

Abstract. We obtain some results on time evolution in quasi local algebras,
which are used to derive the scattering of quasi free evolution groups in the
CAR algebra by certain inner perturbations.

Introduction

Consider E an infinite dimensional real vector space, and C(£), the algebra of the
canonical anticommutation relations over E. We want to consider the perturbation
of a quasi-free evolution etZ of C(E) by a possibly unbounded inner derivation
of the algebra, to give a strongly continuous one-parameter group σt of ̂ auto-
morphisms of C(E). In the first section we employ some of the notation and
technique of time development in quasi local algebras [3] to construct σt. In the
second section we then show that under suitable conditions

lim σte~ZtA
ί-> ±oo

exists for all A in C(E).
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§ 1. Time Evolution in Quasi-Local Algebras

Consider a C*-algebra [/, with eZt a strongly continuous one parameter group
of ^-automorphisms of U. Also consider the finite-dimensional lattice Zv, and
denote by ^ the family of finite subsets of Zv. Suppose that for each Λe^, there
is a subalgebra U(A) of U such that

(1.1) HAΛ1e^,Λ£Λ1 then

(1.2) U{U(Λ)\ΛE^} is dense in U.

(1.3) U(A) is invariant under etZ for each
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We assign to each AeSF a potential Φ(Λ) in U(Λ). We can then define, for
each Ae^ a Ήamiltonian" H(A) in [/(yl) by

(1.4) H(A)=

The local hamiltonian //(/I) gives a perturbation of Z:

(1.5) A^et{Z+iadH{A))(A); AeU, ί e K .

We will demonstrate under suitable conditions that the limit as Λ->oo of (1.5)
exists and defines a strongly continuous one parameter group of ̂ -automorphisms
of [/. The infinitesimal generator of this group will be interpreted as Z + ia.dH,
where H is taken to denote the formal sum

Σ
Definition i.6. We let 3$ denote the potentials Φ such that

(1.7) For each Xe&

U3x\->i ad Φ(X)x is a ^derivation on U .

(1.8) | |Φ| |=sup{Σ ||Φ(X)||l<oo.

(1.9) Φ involves only a finite number of coordinates, i.e. Φ(X)=0 for all
such that |X|>Nφ, where Nφ<co. (Here |X| denotes the number of points
inX.)

(1.10) Φ has finite range i.e. for each x in Zv, there exists Nx<co such that
has cardinality <.NX.

(1.11) If X , / ^ ^ are disjoint then

[Φ(X)? u]=0 WeU(A).

The following result extends [3] where Z = 0.

Theorem 1.12. Suppose Φe@. Then for all teR, Ae U,

σtA=lime{Z+iadH{Λ))tA

exists, and defines a strongly continuous one parameter group of *-automorphisms
of U, where the limit is taken in the sense that A eventually contains every finite
subset of 7L\

Proof Fix ΛQe^ and take AeU(A0). Consider Ae^, A2A0. Then for all t
inR

e(Z + i adH(Λ))tA = eZtA + f J [eZίt s O H ^ 9 eZtA^ ^

0

(1.13) + ( 0 2 j ? [eZit-S2)H{A), leZit-Si)H(A), eZtAJ\ dsγds2

o o

+ •••= Σ < w
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where (in terms of potentials):

*£(«)= Σ (ίrΠ.. 'Sίezιt-' ')Φ(χj,ι...iezι'-'ι)Φ(χ1),
Xι.X2,...,Xn 0 0 0

eZtA\...-]dsi...dsn

Since Φ has finite range (1.10), a£(t) becomes independent of A for \A\ sufficiently
large. Hence we have

limα-(t) = Σ (0" ί ί 1 leZ(t~sMX,,),
Xι,X2,...,Xn 0 0 0

This means that the series (1.13) converges term by term. The following lemma is
an adaptation of [3, Lemma 1].

Lemma 1.14. If AeU(Λ0)9 qγ...qneR, Ae^

, A] ...]] ||

m = l

It follows from the Lemma that

\\at(ή\\£l-\2"\\Φ\\" Π {(m-
M> m = 1

Hence for 2|ί| | |Φ|| (JVΦ-1)< 1, the strong limit of

exists as A^co, A2A0. (This convergence is uniform in 2\t\ \\Φ\\ (Nφ—l)^l—ε
for any e>0.) We define this limit to be σt(A). But e(

z + ί a d f fM))ί i s a ^-automorphism
for all Ae#", ί in K, and hence is isometric. It follows that

Hence we can extend σt to the whole of U by continuity. Take any

0 < ί l < 2 | | Φ | | ( i V φ - l )

Then the group property of e^
z + iadH(Λ^ for | ί | ^ ί l 5 implies that σt has the same

property in | ί | ^ ί i . Hence we can extend σt to the whole of R, such that

σtA= ]i
Λ

for all A in (7, t in K. This is a familiar argument, which can be found in detail
in [2]. The strong continuity of σt follows from the series expansion for small t:

σtA= Σ an(t) f° r AeU(A0), where an(t)= limα^(ί).
« = 0 Λ

Moreover σt is a ^-automorphism for each t in R.
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We note that there is a natural action of Zv on # \ If we strengthen the trans-
lation in variance property (1.8) we can remove the hypothesis of finite range of
our potentials.

Definition 1.15. We let 0βo denote the potentials Φ such that

(1.16) For each XeP,

U3x\-+i adΦ(X)x is a *-derivation on U.

(1.17)

(1.18) ||Φ|| = Σ ||ΦpOH<oo

(1.19) Φ involves only a finite number of coordinates i.e. Φ(X) = 0 for all
such that \X\>NΦ.

(1.20) ϊΐX,Λe^ are disjoint

For this class of potentials we can again take the limit as A-^oo in (1.5). Note
that there is no need to assume that there is an action of Έ on u U(A), such that
each a in T takes U(Λ) onto U(Λ + a) for all A in # \

Theorem 1.21. Suppose Φe J*o. Then for all t in R, A in U

(1.22) σtA= lim ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

exists and defines a strongly continuous one parameter group of *automorphisms
onU.

Proof We note that under the norm || || (1.18), ^ 0 is a real normed space.
Moreover J * n ^ 0 is dense in J*o; if Φe&0 define Φne&r\&0 by

(Φ(X) ifdiam

"̂  {0 otherwise.

Then \\Φn-Φ\\^0 and

The following is an elementary extension of [3, Lemma 2].

Lemma 1.22. If AeU(Λ0)9 Φu Φ 2 e ^ 0 , and Nφ is such that Φ1(X) = 0=Φ2(X)
if \X\>NΦ then for all qu...,qneR,

w = l

Now take ,4e C/(τlo), and AjAoe^. Now suppose Φ, ΦiE^o a n d

if \X\>NΦ and also \\Φ11| ^ | |Φ| | . Then for all ί in K.

^ί(Z + / adHΦl {Λ))£ II

00 2"lίΓIIΦIΓ~1

l Σ ' ' " 1"
w=l I ' 1 " 1 ) 1

by Lemma 1.22.
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This estimate is uniform in A, and the right hand side converges for

Given Φ e ^ 0 , we take the sequence Φn in &n&0, defined above, and express the
limit in (1.22) as a double limit. The above estimate justifies the interchange of
limits and the existence of the interchanged limit under the condition

(Here we have used Theorem 1.12 for the potential Φne&)
The remainder of the proof is similar to that in Theorem 1.12.

lim eiZ +

 t

where σt is a strongly continuous one parameter group of *-automorphisms
of U, and the limit existing in the norm topology.

Now suppose that 2) is the subset of A in U such that the following limits

lim ^(z + ίadJϊ(^1)) ί

e-
Zί^4

exist in the norm topology for all A in #", with uniform convergence over A
(for fixed A). Then both repeated limits exist on <3) (and are equal);

i.e. lim lim e(Z + iadH(yl)) ί^"Zίv4 exists for all 4̂ in ^ ,

i.e. lim σte~ZtA exists for all A in 3).
ί->±oo Γ

Hence if the subalgebra Q) is dense in U, the wave operators exist on U. We shall
see that this approach is applicable in the CAR algebra.

§ 2. Scattering in the CAR Algebra

We are now going to study in some detail scattering in a particular C*-algebra,
namely the algebra of the canonical anticommutation relations. We briefly recall
its construction, for more details see [1, 5].

Let E be an infinite dimensional real vector space with ( , ), a positive definite,
non degenerate symmetric form. Let C0(E) be the complex Clifford algebra over E.
The unique tracial state on C0(E) gives a pre-hilbertian structure for C0(E). Thus
left multiplication on C0(E) induces a C*-norm || || on C0(E)9 and the CAR
algebra C(E) is the completion of C0(E) with respect to this norm. Let /-»[/ ] be
the canonical embedding of E in C0(E).

If etZ is a strongly continuous one parameter group of orthogonal maps
on £, etz can be uniquely extended to a strongly continuous one parameter group
of *-automorphisms of C(E).

In our first result, we consider a perturbation of the free evolution etZ by an
inner derivation of the algebra C(E). A similar result was obtained by D. W.
Robinson [4, Application 2]. We remark that it is only necessary to show that
the wave operators exist on a subset U of C(E\ such that the algebra generated
by U is dense in C(E).
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Theorem 2.1. Let eZt be a strongly continuous one parameter group of orthogonal
maps on E. Suppose fjtksE for l<£/c5Ξ2i, i,j =1,2,... with \\fjtk\\ = l for all such
(i,j, k); and a)e<£ for (ij)e N 2 , such that

Σ K l < °°>
ij

and

ί=l7=1

gives a ̂ -derivation x\-*ί ad a (x) on C(E).
Also suppose that

oo ao 2i{ oo ao 2i

i = l j = l k = l

is swc/z ίftαί Co(#) is dewse m C(£).
ί/ze wαi β operators

W+= st l ime ί ( Z + i a d f l ) e - ί Z

- ί->±oo

exist.

Proof If (U j) e N2, and / e £

[//i]...[/U2

= 2Σ C//i]
fc=l

Hence

£
Take t>s>OJe%. Then

s s U = l j = l f c = l

Thus by the homomorphism property of ew
+i*άa)e-

tZ for all t in R, and their
uniform boundedness, we see that the wave operators exist on Co(^), and finally
on C(E).

Taking this a step further, we consider perturbations induced by formal sums,
and exploit the computations of the previous section. Again let eZt be a strongly
continuous one parameter group of orthogonal maps on E. Suppose {f:ieΈ},
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is a countable set in E with disjoint energy spectra, i.e.

(2.2) {eZtU fj) = 0 if i Φj, for all ί in R.

Without much loss of generality we shall take

£ = linearspan {eztf:teRJeZ}.

In the notation of the previous section, consider #", the family of finite subsets
of TL (i.e. v= 1). For ΛeϊF, we define U(Λ) to be the subalgebra of C0(E) generated
by {\_eZtf~\:teR, ieΛ}, Clearly {U(A):Ae^} satisfy the isotony relation (1.1).
Moreover C(E)={\jU(A)\Ae^}~ and each U(Λ) is invariant under eZt. We now
define a potential Φ.

We put Φ(X) = 0, unless X is even, and if X— {il9..., i2lI}, put

W ^ ί l l . . . l ί 2 J / J . . [ / i J , where α, iaBe(C.

For convenience [and consistency with the CAR's and (2.2)] we impose the
condition that if π is any permutation of 1,..., 2n, that

Also if (ί l 5 . . ., ί2n)eZ2n, with not all ir distinct, we put

If iΦj, [eZtfi] and [/,] anticommute because of (2.2) and the CAR's. Hence if
Z ij, and iφX, [Φ(X)? [eZ i/ f]]=0 \fteR. Thus if Λ l e J ^ are disjoint

[Φ(X),u]=09 VueU(Λ).

Finally under suitable conditions of the values of {<Xiu...,i2n}, Φ is an element

Theorem 2.3. For all Ae C(E), ίeR,

σtA= lim e ^ + iadflM))^

exists in the norm topology, and defines a strongly continuous one-parameter group
of *-automorphisms of C(E).

00

If ί l(£Zs/i5 fi)\ds< oo /or α// ί m Z, ίfte wαi e operators
— 00

W+= st l imσ f e" Z t

1 ί^±oo '

n ίfte CAR algebra C(E).

Proof. The first statement follows from Theorems 1.12 and 1.21.
Suppose (eZsf, βeL\R) for each ί in TL. By the remarks at the end of §1, it

is enough to show for fixed i, that

exists uniformly over Λe^, in the norm topology.
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Now if ieΛ,

adH(Λ) ίe'Zuβ

n = l {jreΛ:r=l,2,...2n-l}

Hence for all £>seIR, Λsi

tZ r _ e s ( Z + iadH(Λ))e-sZ f\\

s n = 1 j r

which tends to zero as ί, s-+ ± oo independently of yl.
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